Since! the! Church! has! a! visible! and! social! structure! as! a! sign! of! her! unity!in!Christ,!she!can!and!ought!to!be!enriched!by!the!development! of!human!social!life,!not!that!there!is!any!lack!in!the!constitution!given! her! by! Christ,! but! that! she! can! understand! it! more! penetratingly,! express!it!better,!and!adjust!it!more!successfully!to!our!times. 10 This!type!of!inquiry!is!one!that!Catholics!should!find!familiar,!since!it!derives! from!the!metaphysical!thought!of!St.!Thomas!Aquinas. 16 !For!him,!a!firearm!has!no! metaphysical!!or!theological!telos,!since!to!have!a!metaphysical!purpose,!a!thing! must!exist!and!be!understood!independently!from!matter.!Material!objects!of!human! creation!are!studied!by!the!physical!sciences,!which!consider!those!things!that! depend!on!matter!and!motion!both!for!their!being!and!for!their!being!understood.!! A!firearm!would!be!such!an!object,!since!it!is!nothing!more!than!a!compilation!of! designated!matter!cleverly!organized!to!achieve!an!end!through!the!movement!of! matter.!More!precisely,!a!firearm!is!a!weapon!that!is!composed!of!matter!in!order!to! fire!a!projectile!with!explosive!force!at!distance!with!accuracy.!Variations!of!the! This!is!not!to!say!that!the!firearm!might!not!be!used!to!accomplish!other! purposes.!It!might!be!used!to!create!social!order,!or!to!protect,!or!to!build!a!sense!of! responsibility!in!the!user.!These!goals!are!always,!however,!secondary!to!the!intent! that!the!designer!had!in!mind!as!the!purpose!of!the!weapon,!and!to!be!effectuated! require!that!its!violent!purpose!and!the!desires!it!produces!be!subordinated!or! redirected.!Used!in!this!manner,!it!provides!an!opportunity!for!the!user!to!be! habituated!to!draw!from!the!higher!passion!for!intellectual!virtue.!It!is!worth!noting,! however,!that!for!this!to!take!place,!a!supportive!community!is!needed!to!teach!and! correct!the!gun!owner,!to!help!that!person!develop!the!habits!of!reason!with!respect! to!the!gun. The!right!to!self?defense!must!be!carefully!tailored,!however.!The!Church!has! cautioned!that!the!principle!of!double!effect!applies!only!if!four!conditions!are!met! (1)!that!the!act!intended!must!be!good;!(2)!the!only!thing!that!is!intended!is!the! good;!(3)!the!good!does!not!arise!from!the!evil!effect,!in!the!sense!of!growing!out!of! it!(this!has!meant!in!self?defense!cases!that!the!use!of!deadly!force!should!be!the!last! resort);!and!(4)!that!the!evil!effect!is!not!disproportionate!to!the!good!sought.!These! conditions!seek!to!limit!the!right!to!self?defense!since!it!can!easily!turn!from!the! amelioration!of!an!evil!based!on!tragic!necessity!into!a!perceived!affirmative!good.!If! the!intention!shifts,!even!momentarily,!to!the!aim!of!taking!life,!of!vengeance,!or!
